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Godfrey & Kahn named a 2019 Top Workplace by
the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
We’re a 10 out of 10! Godfrey & Kahn is one of only 13 companies out of the 150
companies nominated to receive this award 10 out of 10 years. We are pleased to have
been named a Top Workplace in the mid-sized company category (150 – 499 employees)
by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. The survey recognizes organizations located in
Southeastern Wisconsin with exemplary work environments.
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Summerfest Tech

Summer Associate Experiences

This past June, Godfrey & Kahn was proud to
sponsor the second annual Summerfest Tech event.
Over the course of two days, technology leaders,
influencers and entrepreneurs came together
to provide information and insight on various
technology topics. The first day of Summerfest
Tech featured a keynote presentation from Dennis
Hoffman of Dell Technologies, followed by a
conversation with Grammy-nominated DJ, Steve
Aoki. Godfrey & Kahn’s Emerging Companies
Co-Chair, John McDonald, welcomed the crowd to
the second day of programming and Justin Webb,
Co-Chair of the firm’s Data Privacy & Cybersecurity
team, participated in a panel on cybersecurity.

“Being a Summer Associate at Godfrey & Kahn was above and beyond
anything I could have ever imagined. Right away I was given projects that
showed me what attorneys do on a daily basis, which is something that you
don’t get much of in your first year of law school. When I expressed an
interest in litigation, the firm let me do things like attend a hearing, sit in on
a deposition and draft written discovery in a real case. It’s because of these
experiences that I’m going back to law school knowing exactly what I want
to do with my career.

Summerfest Tech concluded with the 5 Lakes Pitch
Competition where four start-up company finalists
had an opportunity to present their ideas to Marcus
Lemonis. Marcus served as judge for the final
round and is a Marquette University graduate, the
chairman and CEO of the billion dollar Illinoisbased
company
Camping
World
Holdings, Inc., and
host of CNBC’s
“The Profit.”

From my first day at Godfrey & Kahn, everyone from the staff to the firm’s
shareholders took a real interest in my success and development. The firm
has a true collaborative culture that allowed me to work with almost every
practice group and ask any questions I had about the practice of law and life
as an attorney. Throughout the summer, I received mentorship and advice
from not only first year associates, but lawyers who had been practicing for
50 years.
In addition to the professional experiences, the social events made the summer
a blast. Even though I’m a native of Milwaukee, each week I was doing things
I had never done and going places I had never been. Getting to know and
spend time with the firm’s attorneys in social settings made me feel at home.
It’s difficult to put into words just what this summer meant to me, but I can’t
thank Godfrey & Kahn enough for giving me to the opportunity to have been
a part of the firm. It was an experience that I will never forget for the rest of
my career.”
– Xavier Jenkins, Summer Associate
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Summer Associate Experiences
“As a wife and mom, I carefully consider where to
dedicate my time. For me, the Godfrey & Kahn Summer
Associate program was an opportunity to invest time
in return for a law firm experience beyond the usual
measures. Godfrey & Kahn worked hard to individualize
the Summer Associate Program and provide a realistic
picture of an associate’s daily work life. I was connected
with a personal mentor who was always available to
discuss assignments and work life. In addition, each
assignment struck just the right balance between being
challenging and aligning with my individual interests. As
a Summer Associate, each attorney treated me as if I was
part of their team and I was able to establish meaningful
relationships early on. Attorneys’ doors were always open
and they truly demonstrated an excitement to welcome
Summer Associates into their practice. As a result, my
assignments were complemented with opportunities to be
involved in real client matters, such as at mediations or in
client meetings.

2019 Summer Associates Class: Joshua Bernstein, Alexis Leonard, Sarah Mueller,
Sara Flaherty, Olivia Robinson, Katie Gresham, Xavier Jenkins

As a student with previous work experience, I know how important training can be
when starting a new job. Over the course of the summer, Godfrey & Kahn provided
training opportunities focused on making my summer successful. The summer began
with comprehensive systems training. Like Godfrey & Kahn attorneys, I learned
how to leverage these systems to track time entries, create specialized documents
and organize client materials. Godfrey & Kahn also provided skills-based training
that focused on writing and research beyond law school curriculum. In a writing
workshop led by a litigation shareholder, I learned effective writing techniques
used in practice and had the opportunity to hear about client successes resulting
from the use of these techniques. In addition, the library staff provided multiple
trainings and ongoing support throughout the summer. From a practice perspective,
I learned important and efficient research strategies common to a variety of practice
areas. I found these strategies especially helpful as I embarked on assignments and I
commonly used these strategies throughout my summer experience. The library staff
also served as a valuable resource while I worked on assignments. They provided
individual support, answered every question and introduced me to new resources.
Godfrey & Kahn proved to me that they are a firm invested in the professional
development of their attorneys – a place I would be lucky to join as a new attorney.”
– Sara Flaherty, Summer Associate
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Godfrey & Kahn named a 2019 Top Workplace by the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
The entrepreneurial, team-oriented work environment and approachable office culture consistently makes Godfrey & Kahn a top place to
work. Attorneys are making a difference in the business and legal community and the firm recognizes that all employees are an essential
part of the success story. Godfrey & Kahn is committed to a professional and cultural environment of inclusion in which men and women
having different backgrounds, perspectives, beliefs and cultural and ethnic heritages can thrive. The firm’s leadership works closely with
its employees to identify opportunities for education, networking and client development to provide multiple roads to success.
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Concerts on the Square, a sure sign of
summer in Madison
Clients, friends and
guests enjoyed good
conversations, delightful
dinner and music above
the crowds for Madison’s
Concerts on the Square.
Godfrey
&
Kahn’s
Madison office played
host for three concert
dates during this annual
summer tradition.
While Godfrey & Kahn
guests get to beat the
heat and the crowds by
watching from the firm’s
office space that looks
over the Square, other
Concerts on the Square from above
attendees scatter blankets,
folding chairs and coolers all along the grass and sidewalks during the
event. Practice groups who hosted during the 2019 concert season included
Political, Health Care, Insurance and Corporate. Each event drew over 125
guests, many of whom look forward to the event year after year.
The Concert on the Square music is through the Wisconsin Chamber
Orchestra and themes range from “Abbey Road” to “Film night” and
“Spanish Fire.” The tradition has been going on for 35 years and occurs
six weeknights every summer around the Wisconsin State Capitol. Every
summer, thousands gather for the highly anticipated events. For guests
enjoying the event from the Square, there are various food vendors to choose
from to accompany the good company and great music. We are already
looking forward to what next summer will bring!

Black Arts Fest MKE
On August 3rd, Godfrey & Kahn sponsored
the second annual Black Arts Fest MKE. In
2018, the organization launched this oneday festival on the Summerfest grounds,
celebrating African and African American
culture. The annual festival creates a positive
atmosphere that unifies all ages. Black Arts
Fest MKE exposes attendees to African and
African American heritage and inspires and
strengthens pride and understanding in the
culture and history.
The feedback from the community was
outstanding and the 2019 Fest did not
disappoint. Real Estate attorney Marvin
Bynum currently serves on the Board of this
organization. A special thank you to Godfrey
& Kahn’s Julie D’Angelo, Lynn Ludke,
Carol Muratore and Hannah Witherell for
taking the time to volunteer at this event.

Congrats Maggie Cook!
Congratulations to Godfrey & Kahn
Litigation attorney, Maggie Cook, who
was recently elected
Vice President of
the Milwaukee Bar
Association (MBA).
Maggie has served
on the MBA Board
of Directors since
2015.
Maggie Cook

Welcome New Attorneys!
Crystal Abbey....................................................... Corporate Practice Group.............................................................................Green Bay
Zachary Bemis..................................................... Corporate Practice Group................................................................................Madison
Khatija Choudhry................................................. Corporate Practice Group............................................................................Milwaukee
Jasmin Elhindi...................................................... Real Estate Practice Group..........................................................................Milwaukee
Lizbeth Free......................................................... Tax & Employee Benefits Practice Group...................................................Milwaukee
Rebecca Hamrin................................................... Real Estate Practice Group.............................................................................Appleton
Nick Hahn............................................................ Litigation Practice Group...............................................................................Appleton
Margaret Johnson................................................. Investment Management Law Practice Group............................................Milwaukee
Max Lenz ............................................................ Litigation Law Practice Group....................................................................... Madison
Kelly Lewandowski............................................. Corporate Practice Group............................................................................Milwaukee
Yamilett Lopez..................................................... Corporate Practice Group............................................................................Milwaukee
Deborah Machalow ............................................. Litigation Practice Group................................................................................Madison
Helania Metcalf ................................................... Estate Planning Practice Group.................................................................. Milwaukee
Mathew Stoiber ................................................... Litigation Practice Group............................................................................ Green Bay
Emma Szczupakiewicz ....................................... Litigation Practice Group........................................................................... Milwaukee
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Big Brothers Big Sisters
Since 1975, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Metro Milwaukee’s one-to-one
mentoring program has been making a positive impact in the lives of at-risk
youth (ages 6-18) living in Milwaukee and Waukesha Counties. The Godfrey &
Kahn and Johnson Controls Summer Associate mentor and mentee pairs teamed
up with BBBS for a “Leaders in the Law” outing. The event provided students
ages 10-15 years old an opportunity to learn about a career in law. The evening
started with BBBS leading the group in a few icebreakers and soft-skill activities.
Godfrey & Kahn provided law-related scenarios to facilitate discussions on the
types of issues that lawyers may need to consider in regard to their clients. Each
group discussed a variety of questions, such as, what facts should or should
not be taken into consideration when making a decision, how one determines
appropriate consequences for certain actions and what is fair. It was the first
time Godfrey & Kahn participated in this specific BBBS opportunity and it was
successful in demonstrating how lawyers work hard to bring people together to
solve problems.
BBBS of Metro Milwaukee’s mission is to create and support one-to-one
mentoring relationships that ignite the power and promise of youth. They have
matched thousands of children with caring adult role models who guide them
on a path to success but there is still a great need for more mentors. To make a
difference and be part of their life-changing work, become a role model to a local
youth today. Learn more at www.bbbsmilwaukee.org/volunteer!

SecureFutures
Godfrey & Kahn has been a longtime and
proud supporter of SecureFutures. Since
the organization’s inception in 2006, more
than 77,000 teens have benefited from
financial literacy programs and resources
that empower students to make sensible
decisions about their money.
SecureFutures reaches teens through
three programs: Money Sense, Money
Coach and Money Path. Godfrey &
Kahn not only supports these programs
with monetary donations, but through
volunteering as well.
Money Sense is set in a classroom and the
program is delivered by members of the
business community.
G&K volunteers: Ben Clarke, John
McDonald and Dave Navarre
Money Coach is one-on-one mentoring
that helps teens achieve their financial
goals. This program also provides
opportunities for students to earn
scholarship dollars as they reach
benchmarks.
Money Path reaches teens through a webbased financial education app. Students
learn how their decisions will impact their
long term goals and financial success.
G&K volunteer: Joe Schlidt

Participants in the BBBS event at Godfrey & Kahn

We are proud of our involvement with
SecureFutures and celebrate their 13 years
of success in the Milwaukee community.
Other involvement in the organization
includes:
Board: Andrea Cataldo
Advisory: John McDonald & Joe Schlidt
Fund Development Committee: Andrea
Cataldo & Kristen Irgens
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